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(57) ABSTRACT 

Large reservoirs of Heavy Oil have been discovered in the 
Alaskan Arctic, beloW a thick Permafrost Zone. Others are 
located Offshore, in deep Water, another cold environment. 
The very loW temperature of those reservoirs greatly 
increases the Heavy Oil viscosity. In Warmer environments, 
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Steam Injection from the surface is the method of choice for 
economically recovering Heavy Oil. To be effective, Wet 
Steam injection in Arctic Wells or in deep Offshore Wells, 
requires minimum heat losses through Well tubulars carrying 
Steam or heated Heavy Oil. This is done by a combination 
of improvements in the Multi-lateral Well con?guration and 
patented process of Reference (1): 

a) by using tWo dedicated and “super-insulated” verti 
cal tubulars, co-aXially carrying Wet Steam, at the 
center, surrounded by Heated Oil, through the cold 
est part of their environment, 

b) by maintaining almost un-changed the temperature 
of the co-aXial outer casing, With a circulation of cold 
oil-lifting ?uid, 

c) by connecting a plurality of multi-lateral “quasi 
horizontal” Wells to the same tWo “super-insulated” 
vertical tubulars, by means of DoWnhole ?oW con 
trol Modular Systems, including 3-Way valves, ?oat 
valves and other Oil-lifting devices, so that each 
“quasi-horizontal” Well may be sequentially 
switched, from the surface, from the cyclic Steam 
Injection mode to that of Oil Production, and vice 
versa, 

d) by providing control means and easy access to 
logging or cleaning tools, from the surface to any one 
of the “quasi-horizontal” Wells, during the life of the 
Multi-lateral well. 
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PRIOR ART 

FIGURE REFERENCE 1 FIG. 5~ 
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PRIOR ART 

REFERENCE 1 FIG, 6 
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PRIQR ART 
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FIG. 2A 
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DOWNHOLE FLOW CONTROL APPARATUS, 
SUPER-INSULATED TUBULARS AND SURFACE 
TOOLS FOR PRODUCING HEAVY OIL BY STEAM 
INJECTION METHODS FROM MULTI-LATERAL 
WELLS LOCATED IN COLD ENVIRONMENTS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] Very large volumes of Heavy Oil (API gravity=<19 
Degrees) have been discovered in the Alaskan Arctic, 
Onshore, below a 1,800 ft-thick Permafrost Zone, Which are 
in reservoir rocks at un-usually loW temperature, because of 
their proximity to the overlaying Permafrost. 

[0002] The viscosity of the Heavy Oil in those reservoirs 
is knoWn to be, correspondingly, very high, Which, by 
consequence, restricts its natural in-?oW rate into conven 
tional production Wells to mostly un-economic values. This 
explains that only a very small portion (5 to 10%) of those 
huge Domestic oil resources (up to 40 Billion Barrels 
estimated Original Oil In Place) has been developed, more 
than 25 years after their discovery. 

[0003] More recently, other very large Heavy Oil 
resources Were found, Offshore, in deep Water, off the coasts 
of Trinidad, Brasil and West Africa, in equally cold reservoir 
rocks. These World-Wide oil resources are still un-devel 
oped, for the same reason as those in the Arctic: an excessive 
viscosity of the Heavy Oil, limiting the rate of production. 

[0004] Large volumes of Heavy Oil from Warmer reser 
voir rocks, hoWever, are being economically produced, 
Onshore, by means of Steam Injection, in California, in 
Indonesia, in Canada, etc . . . . 

[0005] The present Invention improves upon US. Pat. No. 
5,085,275, Ref.(1), by the same Inventor, Which teaches a 
Process in Which: “the degradation of Steam quality, due to 
heat losses prior to its injection into a Heavy Oil reservoir, 
is reduced by utiliZing the heat contained in a stream of 
reservoir ?uids, produced from the same reservoir, folloW 
ing a cycle of steam injection”. 

[0006] FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, from Ref.(1) and re-named here 
as FIG. A and B, speci?cally, address the case of Arctic 
multi-lateral Wells. 

[0007] In this case, it is essential to prevent any signi?cant 
heat loss, through the Wall of the vertical casing, to the 
surrounding Permafrost, so as to avoid melting the Perma 
frost. Such melting Would, ultimately, cause the casing to 
drop doWn, shearing-off the connecting tubulars to the Well 
head, destroying the Well, causing an oil spill and a potential 
Well ?re, especially difficult to control in an Arctic climate. 

[0008] The validity of the Inventor’s 1990 prediction of 
such a potential catastrophic haZard is con?rmed by FIG. C, 
taken from Ref. (5), published in 1991, by a group of 
Engineers from the Oil Operating Companies (ARCO and 
BP) in the Alaskan Arctic. 

[0009] FIG. C is the result of a numerical simulation of the 
heat loss and Permafrost melting radius around a cased Well 
containing a single coaxial Steam tubing, either bare or 
Insulated, based upon the knoWn characteristics of commer 
cially-available, vacuum-insulated, tubings. It shoWs that, 
even With such Steam tubing insulation, and a gas-?lled 
casing-tubing annular space, the Permafrost at 1700 ft is 
melted inside a circle of 6 ft radius at the end of First cycle 
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of Steam Injection. That radius increases to 8.5 ft in cycle 2 
and reaches 10.5 ft after cycle 6. Without any insulation, the 
melting radius is 20 ft after the First cycle. This illustrates 
the advantage of using higher-performance, “Super-insula 
tion”, materials. 

[0010] The main objective of the present Invention is to 
combine the use of “Super-insulated” tubulars With a DoWn 
hole FloW Control Apparatus and With Surface Tools to, 
safely and economically, implement Ref.(1) Process. This 
Process is based upon the simple idea of reducing Total 
Steam heat losses by placing an additional “free” heat source 
around the Steam tubulars, thereby loWering the temperature 
gradient across the insulation layer. Such an approach Was 
numerically analyZed in Ref. (6) and veri?ed in 1989 by a 
?eld test, made by Texaco, in a Kern County, Calif., Heavy 
Oil Well, under Dual Steam and hot Water injection, in tWo 
Oil Zones. 

[0011] The application of this DoWnhole Apparatus and of 
the required Surface tools to the knoWn Heavy Oil reservoirs 
in the Alaskan Arctic Will signi?cantly increase Domestic 
Oil reserves from Onshore ?elds, Without any impact to the 
environment, over the next 30 years. 

[0012] The same technology, applied Offshore to Heavy 
Oil in deep Water, Will also make it possible to drastically 
reduce heat losses from the Steam injection tubulars, to the 
surrounding cold Ocean, thereby reducing Steam consump 
tion, an important cost factor in any Thermal Oil recovery 
project, in a cold environment. 

[0013] Multi-Lateral Well Casing-Liner Completion by 
Prior Art 

[0014] In an Onshore cold environment, a large-diameter 
Well Casing pipe, or, in deep cold Water Offshore, a large 
Conductor pipe is installed through the total thickness of 
said cold environment, in a borehole above a targeted Heavy 
Oil reservoir. The Well Casing or the Conductor pipe pre 
sents a plurality of WindoWs, precisely cut-out at various 
depth intervals and oriented in selected directions, beloW the 
thick Permafrost Zone When in an Onshore Arctic Well, or 
beloW the Ocean bottom, When in a deep sea Offshore Well. 

[0015] This type of liner to casing connection, taught in 
Ref. (4), is preferred to those through the casing shoe, as in 
FIG. B and FIG. C, When a relatively large number (4 to 8) 
of lateral Wells have to be connected to the same casing. This 
is an important requirement for lateral Wells operated under 
“Sequential Cyclic Steam Injection”, in a cold environment. 
In that most ef?cient Mode of Operation, one of the Wells is 
under Steam injection, While most of the others are in the 
Production mode. The optimum Injection cycle duration, 
hoWever, is much shorter than that of the Production cycle, 
by a factor of 1/3 to 1/7 in most reservoirs. This difference 
might result in excessive doWn-time of boilers. In Warm 
environments, Onshore, this dif?culty is very easily over 
come by the use of Mobile Steam Generators, Which are 
quickly moved from Well site to Well site, With little doWn 
time, or by using an Insulated Steam Distribution pipes 
netWork, connected to a distant Co-generation Plant. 

[0016] Such approaches, hoWever, are not cost-effective in 
the Arctic, nor Offshore, because of excessive heat losses in 
the distribution pipes or because of excessive cost of fre 
quently moving boilers at sea, from one platform to another. 
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[0017] In FIG. 1, the side-Way connection of a lateral Well 
to a vertical Well casing allows to stack-up a much greater 
number of multi-lateral Wells to the same casing than the 
schematic connections, through the casing shoe, shoWn on 
FIG. B and C. 

[0018] Apre-cut short pipe, called a Liner Stub, equipped 
at its upper end With a sealing collar and closed at its loWer 
end, is inserted, through the matching Casing WindoW, 
guided and extended-out, into a pre-drilled side-pocket hole, 
at a pre-determined orientation and at a small angle from the 
substantially vertical axis of the Casing or Conductor pipe, 
as taught in Ref. 

[0019] A method of fabrication, from blank pipe elements, 
of the Casing WindoW and of both ends of the matching 
Liner Stub is taught in Ref.(3). 

[0020] Each fully-extended Liner Stub is cemented in its 
respective side pocket, and cleaned-out of excess cement 
and of any drillable debris. 

[0021] It is through each cemented Liner Stub, starting 
from the loWermost, that a medium to short radius lateral 
hole is then drilled, folloWing a pre-selected, curved trajec 
tory, reaching the loWer part of the Heavy Oil Zone. The hole 
diameter in this curved trajectory is close to the inside 
diameter of the Liner Stub. 

[0022] Due to relatively shalloW burial depths of Heavy 
Oil reservoirs, the curved hole stability may be limited, 
requiring that a Liner be run-in, installed and cemented into 
the curved hole, as quickly as possible. The Curved Liner’s 
upper end is equipped With a conventional hanger/packer, 
set Within the cemented liner stub. Each lateral hole is then 
continued by a small-diameter hole, quasi-horiZontal, but 
With a slightly upWard slope, Which traverses most of the 
Heavy Oil Zone thickness, as determined by knoWn logging 
tools and directional surveying tools, preferably used in 
open hole. 

[0023] Asmall-diameter Liner pipe string, inserted in each 
lateral hole, at the end of a Work string, is sealed or coupled 
to the loWer end of the larger cemented Curved Liner, 
forming a Tapered Liner String. 

[0024] 
Well: 

It comprises, from the distant end of the lateral 

[0025] a perforated small-diameter Liner string, 
equipped With sand screens and centraliZers, or 
gravel-packed, in the hole’s quasi-horiZontal portion, 
Within the reservoir, 

[0026] a retrievable plug nipple, to be used for iso 
lating the Curved Liner from the quasi-horiZontal 
Liner and an expansion joint; they are located at the 
proximate end of the small-diameter Liner string, 
near the loWer end of the cemented Curved Liner’s 
shoe, and just beloW its junction With the larger 
diameter cemented Curved Liner string, 

[0027] The composition of the small-diameter Liner string 
depends upon the reservoir rock characteristics and hetero 
geneity. It may include: 

[0028] “notched” perforations in the event of future 
hydro or acid fracs, 
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[0029] retrievable plug mandrels, for eventual future 
treatment or gravel-packing of segments of the lat 
eral Well, 

[0030] sand screens or pre-packed sand ?lters of 
various kinds, 

[0031] “blank” pipe segments equipped With cement 
diverter valves, to alloW the future cementation of 
portions of the Liner string, to reduce Water produc 
tion, etc . . . . 

[0032] In situations Where the formations separating the 
cold environment from the Heavy Oil Zone are un-fractured 
and fully consolidated, the lateral hole drilling and its 
completion With a Tapered Liner string may, of course, 
proceed Without interruption, so that the cementation of the 
Curved Liner and its connection to the Liner Stub may then 
take place at the very end of the completion operations, 
rather than earlier. In such a case, the coupled Tapered Liner 
String also presents a cement diverter valve at the base of the 
Curved Liner, used for its cementation. 

[0033] Most elements of such a Multi-lateral Well are 
“Non-retrievable”, nearly all of them being cemented in 
place, or, permanently affixed to to other cemented elements. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0034] The present Invention deals With the addition of 
“Retrievable” Multi-tubular DoWnhole Apparatus, to be 
installed Within the Casing and Liners (cemented or not) of 
the above described Multi-lateral Well, so as to produce 
Heated Heavy Oil, at high rate, from said Multi-Lateral 
Well, When operated under the “Cyclic Steam Injection and 
Production Mode”, by the Process taught in Ref.1 (US. Pat. 
No. 5,085,275). 

[0035] The present Apparatus includes, for each lateral 
Well: 

[0036] A) A DOWNHOLE FLOW-CONTROL 
APPARATUS, and, 

[0037] 
[0038] B) TWO COAXIAL “SUPER-INSULATED” 
TUBING STRINGS, 

[0039] C) SURFACE TOOLS FOR COUPLING 
“SUPER-INSULATED”JOINTS. 

shared betWeen all lateral Wells: 

FloW Control Apparatus 

[0040] The FloW-Control Apparatus of each lateral Well, 
Which is part of the present Invention, is made-up of three 
parts, corresponding respectively to items 19, 18, and 17, 
used in relevant parts of the Process of Ref.(1): 

[0041] Part 1), a pre-fabricated Dual Tubing Assembly: 

[0042] It is located in the Curved Liner string of the 
selected Lateral Well. It is terminated at its loWer end by a 
sealing stinger pipe, inserted into the Polished Bore Recep 
tacle (PBR), coupled to the proximate end of the lateral 
Well’s Production tubing, hung in the proximate part of the 
quasi-horiZontal liner. Said Assembly is terminated, at its 
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upper end by tWo similar PBR’s, hung in part 2 of the FloW 
Control Apparatus; It also includes: 

[0043] a) a cup-packer, used as back-?oW preventer, 

[0044] b) a H or Y connector at the base of said Dual 
tubings, 

[0045] c) tWo modi?ed gas-lift mandrels and their 
respective retrievable gas-lift valves and, or, check 
valves, 

[0046] d) a thermal expansion joint, at the upper end 
of said curved Production tubing, to offset the dif 
ferential thermal expansion Within said Dual tubings 
Assembly; 

[0047] Part 2), is a Modular tubulars and Connectors 
Section. 

[0048] It is located in a section of the annular space 
betWeen the vertical Casing and the coaxial Production 
Collector tubing, Which includes the Liner Stub space of the 
selected Lateral Well. Said section contains a plurality of 
vertical tubings, all connected to Part 1), by means of sealing 
stingers at Part 2)’s loWer end, and to Part 3) by PBR’s at 
Part 2)’s upper end. It is closed at its loWer end by either the 
Casing shoe or by the multi-tubular Packer associated With 
the top part of the previously-installed Lateral Well. It 
comprises: 

[0049] a) a substantially vertical tubular extension of 
the curved Lift-gas tubing of Part 1), located in a 
different radial plane than that of a vertical tubular 
extension of the curved Production tubing. The Lift 
gas tubular extension is terminated at its upper end 
by the slanted branch of an inverted Y connector and 
at its loWer end by a sealing stinger inserted in the 
matching PBR at the top end of Part 1). The Lift-gas 
tubular extension also presents at least tWo branch 
?oW connectors, Within said section of the Casing 
annular space. 

[0050] b) a vertical tubular extension of the curved 
Production tubing, terminated at its upper end by 
PBR, located above a multi-tubings packer, dedi 
cated to the speci?c Lateral Well, and, at its loWer 
end by a sealing stinger matching the PBR of the 
curved Production tubing in Part 1). The Production 
tubular extension also presents at least three branch 
?oW connectors, Within said section of the Casing 
annular space. 

[0051] Part 3), is a Modular ?oW control system, using 
various plugs or valves of various types, controlled from the 
surface, or automatically actuated by variations of pressure 
or of ?uids density, Within the various tubulars in said 
section of the Casing annular space, and linking, or closing, 
the respective branch ?oW connectors of Part 2) With: 

[0052] the casing annular space, 

[0053] the coaxial Production Collector pipe, 

[0054] the central Insulated Steam tubing, 

[0055] the Production tubing extension, 

[0056] the Lift-gas extension tubular. 

[0057] The use of plugs, valves, branch ?oW connectors 
and tubulars depends upon the three sequential modes of 
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operation of the Lateral Well, namely: Steam injection, 
Steam soak and Oil Production by Gas-lift or Steam-lift 
processes. 

[0058] An example of the speci?c use of each plug, each 
valve, each branch ?oW connector and each tubular or 
annular space Will be disclosed in detail by FIG. 3 and by 
Table 1. 

[0059] It Will be apparent to those skilled in the Art that 
Wireline retrievable plugs and valves may be used for the 
same purposes and that there are many shapes of manifolds 
or branch ?oW connectors, Which may be used, interchange 
ably, at different costs, safety factors, reliability or ease of 
operation and maintenance. To the extent that it is possible 
to adapt “off the shelf” equipment and devices described in 
Prior Art, for similar purposes, the Invention extends beyond 
the speci?c combination, presented as an example, on FIG. 
3 and Table 1, beloW, to all other con?gurations and devices 
capable of achieving the same purposes, by similar means, 
under various Well conditions of temperature, pressure, 
corrosion risks, sand production, etc . . . . 

[0060] Parts 2 and 3 of the FloW Control Apparatus may 
be assembled together, run-in and installed as a single 
Module. 

[0061] The same system of stacked DoWnhole FloW Con 
trol Apparatus is also applicable to Lateral Wells connected 
through the shoe of a vertical Casing, as in FIG. A or FIG. 
B, When the Multi-lateral Well has feWer than four Lateral 
Wells. In such a con?guration, said shoe presents tWo or 
three large traversing holes, substantially vertical, serving 
the same functions as the same number of side-Way Liner 
Stubs, at a someWhat loWer cost. 

[0062] In very thick Heavy Oil Zones, separated by a 
suf?ciently-thick overburden layer, from the Cold environ 
ment, it is also possible to combine tWo or three Lateral 
Wells, connected through the Casing shoe, and associated 
With tWo or three of said stacked Apparatus, With eight 
Lateral Wells, connected to the Casing via Side-Way Liner 
Stubs, similarly associated With a stack of eight said Appa 
ratus. This results in a total of ten to eleven Lateral Wells, 
connected to the same Multi-lateral Well. Each of said 
Lateral Wells is, at any time, independently operable, either 
in Steam Injection or in Oil Production, or subject to 
logging, or cleaning operations using conventional tools. 

[0063] It is also possible to connect a pair of quasi 
horiZontal Lateral Wells With an inverted Y connector to a 
single cemented curved liner, and to operate both Wells in 
the pair in the same mode of Sequential Cyclic Injection and 
Oil Production. This approach inceases the drainage area of 
the Multi-lateral Well, While sharing the cost of all the 
DoWnhole elements of the present invention, thereby reduc 
ing the per-Barrel of Oil, Capital and Operating costs. 

“Super-Insulated” Tubulars 

[0064] The other parts of the present Invention, required 
for the implementation of Ref.(1) in Cold environments, are 
tWo co-axial strings of “Super-insulated” tubulars, to be 
handled and assembled on conventional Drilling or Service 
rigs, from pre-fabricated and factory-tested tubular joints. 
Each inner string consists of a sealed, dual-Wall, coaxial 
tubular joints, in Which the annular space betWeen the tWo 
Walls is factory-?lled With a “Super-insulating” Material, the 
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pore-space of Which is gas-?lled and kept at a pressure not 
exceeding that of the atmosphere, Within a sealed metal 
enclosure. 

[0065] The inner string is then inserted into a conventional 
protective, pressure-resistant, outer tubular string, also air 
?lled at atmospheric pressure, to complete the “Super 
insulated” Tubular Assembly, dedicated to the conveyance 
of either Steam or of Hot produced ?uid streams. 

[0066] The inner Wall of the inner string is also pressure 
resistant, but its outer Wall, enclosing the “Super-insulating” 
Material, and placed Within the air-?lled enclosing outer 
string, is made of a thin-gauge metal presenting a higher 
thermal expansion coef?cient than that of steel, such as Zinc 
and its alloys, so as to minimiZe the differential expansion 
betWeen the hot enclosing outer string and the hotter inner 
string. 

[0067] Because the thin outer Wall is exposed to a loWer 
temperature than that of the ?uid Within the thick inner 
string, the loW-density “Super-insulating” Material in each 
joint of said inner string is, in effect, covered by a thin outer 
tubular Wall presenting at least one thermal expansion 
device, Welded, or braZed, to the thick inner string. 

[0068] As taught in Ref.(1), for applications in cold envi 
ronments, tWo coaxial “Super-insulated” Tubular Assem 
blies are required in the vertical casing. The Injection Steam 
(Wet, at 80% quality) ?oWs doWnWard in the smallest 
diameter tubular and remains at a nearly constant tempera 
ture, determined by the injection pressure, Which is slightly 
higher than reservoir pressure, but safely loWer than the 
reservoir’s frac pressure. 

[0069] The annular space betWeen the outer diameter of 
the thick protective string of the “Super-insulated” Steam 
tubular and the inner diameter of the largest-diameter 
“Super-insulated” tubular string carries the gas-lifted stream 
of Heated Oil and Steam Condensate from the Production 
Collector pipe to the Well Head. The temperature of that 
stream is about 180 F beloW that of Injected Steam. It is 
further reduced, on its Way-up, primarily by the cooling 
effect of the expanding, cold, gas-lift gas, by about 40 to 70 
F, for a Heavy Oil reservoir such as the Ugnu, on the North 
Slope of Alaska. 

[0070] The total heat loss transferred to the casing is then 
negligible, even for a Total Production of 1,000 BO/D and 
2,000 BW/D, both hot, folloWing a Steam injection of up to 
3,000 B/D, during 20 days, in each of four Lateral Wells, 
folloWed by a 10 days-period of “Steam Soak”. 

Tools for DoWnhole Installation, Maintenance and 
Well Work-Overs 

[0071] All 3 parts of the FloW Control Apparatus, relative 
to the selected lateral Well, are connected to each other on 
the Service rig, using existing or modi?ed surface tools, 
run-in at the end of a Work string, and set, by conventional 
means. 

[0072] The pre-fabricated Modular elements for all the 
lateral Wells connected to the vertical Well are, in fact, 
individually oriented, stacked upon each other, connected, 
hung and packed Within the vertical Well casing. They 
provide direct access to logging, cleaning or remedial tools, 
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into each lateral Well, after removal of a single retrievable 
plug, by Wireline or by coiled tubings. 

[0073] During a Well Work-over, the various elements of 
the Well head, “Super-insulated” Steam string, “Super-insu 
lated” Production tubing string and of the FloW Control 
Apparatus of each lateral Well above the selected lateral Well 
have to be dis-assembled and pulled-out prior to the Work 
over of the selected lateral Well. They are, all, disconnected 
and pulled-out With a Service rig and using conventional or 
modi?ed SURFACE TOOLS. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0074] FIG. A and B are vertical schematic cross sections 
taken from Ref.(1), US. Pat. No. 5,085,275, issued to the 
present Inventor. Captions for each of the elements have 
only been added, to make them self-explanatory. 

[0075] They, both are also labeled “Prior Art”, offered for 
Clarity only. 
[0076] They both relate to a Process for Which the present 
Invention of various said Apparatus and “Super-insulated” 
Tubular Assemblies are required, for the same functions, 
under speci?c environmental conditions for tWo or more 
lateral Wells connected to the casing shoe. 

[0077] FIG. C is taken from Ref.(5), an SPE Publication. 
It is not part of Invention, but is offered for Clarity only. This 
Figure is labeled “Prior Art”. It is self-explanatory. 

[0078] FIG. 1 is a vertical cross section of the borehole 
trajectory and typical completion equipment of one of 
several multi-lateral Wells connected to a vertical cased Well, 
through its side WindoW, for its operation under “Sequential 
Cyclic Steam Injection”, in a Cold environment, Onshore or 
Offshore. 

[0079] FIG. 2 is a vertical cross section of Part 1 of the 
DoWnhole FloW Control Apparatus, shoWing its bottom 
connections, beloW the casing WindoW of the lateral Well of 
FIG. 1, and its top connections, above said WindoW, Which 
are in tWo different radial vertical planes, designated I and II 
and at tWo different elevations. 

[0080] FIG. 2A is a perspective top vieW of the gas-lift 
tubing guide of Part 1, shoWing its location With respect to 
the Production tubing, in the Packer at the top of said 
Apparatus, for the same lateral Well. 

[0081] FIG. 3 is a vertical cross section of Parts 2 and 3 
of the DoWnhole FloW Control Apparatus, Within the verti 
cal Well casing, beloW the “Super-insulated” Production 
tubular assembly. They are both re-assembled, run-in 
together, oriented and connected together to Part 1 of the 
DoWnhole FloW Control Apparatus, for each lateral Well. 

[0082] FIG. 4 is a Schematic ?oW diagram, for Steam, 
Lift-gas and Production ?uids, Within tWo FloW Control 
Apparatus, stacked on top of each other, for connection to 
tWo of a plurality of lateral Wells, at different depths and 
respectively operated under Production and under Steam 
Injection. 

[0083] FIG. 5 is a vertical cross-section of the “Super 
insulated” tubular assembly for injecting Steam. 

[0084] FIG. 6 is a horiZontal cross section shoWing the 
tWo coaxial “Super-insulated” tubular assemblies, carrying 
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respectively Steam in the center and the Production Within 
the annular space betWeen both of the “Super-insulated” 
tubular assemblies. 

[0085] FIG. 6A is a schematic vertical cross-section of the 
Multi-lateral Well head, showing the connections of both of 
the “Super-insulated” tubing strings, With respect to the 
Casing. 
[0086] FIG. 7 is a perspective schematic vieW of Surface 
Tools, used for sequentially coupling, ?rst, a neW joint of the 
sealed inner pipe of a “Super-insulated” tubing string and, 
second, for inserting said inner pre-insulated pipe string into 
its associated outer protective pipe string, preferably by 
means of a Service rig, equipped With a conventional “Top 
drive” system, in addition to the regular rotating table. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 
(OTHER THAN “PRIOR ART”) 

[0087] FIG. 1 shoWs the vertical cross section of one of 
the Multi-lateral Wells connected to one of stacked joints of 
a vertical Casing. For Clarity, it includes elements belonging 
to Prior Art, in Which the cross-hatching Was made lighter 
than that of the present Apparatus, so as to, easily, differ 
entiate them. The same approach also applies to some of the 
elements of FIG. 2. 

[0088] The “quasi-horizontal” portion of the Lateral hole 
(1), located Within the Heavy Oil Zone (2) of the reservoir, 
is completed With the small-diameter Liner (3), equipped 
With centraliZers This portion of the Liner includes some 
perforated joints (5), some blank joints (6), some joints 
equipped With sand screens (7), some landing nipples (8) for 
Wireline-retrievable plugs (not shoWn), at selected locations 
Within the reservoir. The Liner (3) is terminated at its 
proximate end (9) by a thermal expansion joint (10), beloW 
a hanger/packer (11) set Within the loWer part of the Curved 
Liner (12), cemented Within the larger curved hole portion of 
the lateral Well. The upper end of the larger Curved Liner 
(12) is equipped With a hanger/packer (13), set Within the 
cemented Liner Stub (14), held Within and sealed to the edge 
of the Casing WindoW (15) of one of the cemented joints of 
the Well Casing (16). Within the Tapered Liner String of the 
lateral Well, is the Production tubing string (17), equipped 
With centraliZers (18) With a thermal expansion joint (19), 
beloW a hanger (20), set Within the loWer part of the Curved 
Liner (12). The proximate end of the Lateral Well liner is 
equipped With a cup-packer (21), a landing nipple (22), 
containing a Wireline-retrievable plug (23) and a PBR (24). 
The function of the cup packer (21) is to prevent back-?oW 
of the Steam-lifted Produced Fluids from the annular space 
betWeen Liner (3)-tubing (17), at the start of each Steam 
Injection Cycle. 
[0089] This is the status of one of the Lateral Wells, ?lled 
With a solids-free completion ?uid, before beginning to drill 
the hole for the next Lateral Well, connected to a Casing joint 
above that of (16). 

[0090] FIG. 2 is a vertical cross section of Part 1) of the 
Modular FloW Control Apparatus, prior to its full insertion 
into the Curved Liner of FIG. 1. It includes tWo quasi 
parallel curved strings of tubing, (25) and (26), joined 
together at their loWer ends by the upper branches of an H, 
or Y, Welded connector (34), Which brings a slip stream of 
Lift-gas from tubing (26), via gas-lift valve (36), into the 
produced ?uids stream of tubing (25). 
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[0091] Curved tubing (25), the Lateral Well’s Production 
tubing, is equipped With a sealing stinger (27), matching the 
PBR (24), hung Within the loWer part of the Curved liner of 
FIG. 1). 

[0092] The other curved tubing, (26), is the lift-gas tubing. 
Its loWer part is equipped With tWo modi?ed gas-lift man 
drels (28) and (29) suitable for standard 1“OD Wireline 
retrievable gas-lift valves. The gas-lift mandrel (28) carries 
a partial stream of dry Lift-gas (30), via its gas-lift valve 
(31), to Production tubing (25). The other modi?ed gas-lift 
mandrel (29) carries another dry lift-gas (30), via its gas-lift 
valve (32), to the annular space Within the Curved Liner 
(12), so as to lift said other produced ?uids stream, ?oWing 
from the Lateral Well Liner annulus upWards to the annulus 
betWeen Casing (16) and the Collector Production tubing 
(35). The bottom end of the H connector (34), beloW tubing 
(26), is closed With a retrievable plug (36) set Within a 
Landing nipple (37), thus making the H connector (34) 
equivalent to a Y connector. Temporary retrieval, by Wire 
line, of plug (36) and permanent removal of the plug in 
Landing nipple (22) alloW to fully displace completion ?uid 
from the Lateral Well to the surface, by Lift-gas, in order to 
start Oil production operations from said Lateral Well. 

[0093] The upper end of the Production tubing (25) is 
equipped With a PBR (38), located Within the Liner Stub 
(14), outside of the WindoW in Casing (16). 

[0094] The Lift-gas tubing (26) extends Within the annular 
space betWeen casing (16) and the coaxial Collector pipe 
(35), to be installed With Parts 2 and 3 of said Apparatus. 

[0095] It is also equipped at its upper end With a PBR (39) 
supported by a guide (40), set Within the casing joint (16). 
Tubing (26) is connected to a traversing hole (41) in the 
loWer surface of the guide (40), hung Within the Casing (16). 
A plug’s landing nipple (42a) and a PBR (43) are succes 
sively connected on the upper end of traversing hole (41a), 
for future isolation of the Production collector pipe (35) 
from or connection to matching stingers in Part 2) of the 
Modular FloW Control Apparatus. 

[0096] FIG. 2A shoWs a perspective top vieW of the 
multi-tubular Packer (44), used in Part 2) of the Apparatus 
for a lateral Well and a comparative top vieW of the guide 
(40), used, in Part 1) of said Apparatus, as support of the 
Lift-gas curved tubing (26) and of its PBR (39). Respec 
tively the PBR (38) and the curved Production tubing (25), 
in Part 1), are in a different radial vertical plane, than that of 
Lift-gas tubing (26) and PBR (39), beloW the plane surface 
of guide (40). Packer (44) and guide (40), hoWever, are both 
anchored in casing (16), at a short distance (=<50 ft) from 
each other. 

[0097] The Y, or T, ?oW connection (49) betWeen tubings 
(25) and (26a) is controlled from the surface by the “on 
off”valve (53), open during the Production cycle of the 
selected Lateral Well, as shoWn on FIG. 2A. Valve (53) is 
closed, hoWever, during the Steam injection and Steam soak 
periods of that Lateral Well. 

[0098] Correspondingly, above each multi-tubular. Packer 
(44), there is a plurality of PBR’s for distributing Lift-gas 
from the Casing annulus, through the uppermost Packer, to 
the loWermost Packer, in all the stacked-up Apparatus, 
except in the loWest one, Which requires only one, stinger 
equipped, Lift-gas tubing (26a), hung from a lateral branch 
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of tubing (25a), below Packer (44) and above a retrievable 
plug (51). Said plug, When removed, provides full access to 
the speci?c Lateral Well’s production tubing (25), via a stack 
of parallel extension tubings (26a), normally used for con 
veying Lift-gas from the Casing annular space, all the Way 
doWn to each of the other Lateral Wells. 

[0099] FIG. 3 shoWs a vertical cross section of the Modu 
lar Assembly of Parts 2) and 3) of the FloW Control 
Apparatus, combined for a speci?c Lateral Well. 

[0100] Part 2) is a Welded Assembly of a plurality of 
quasi-vertical pipes, each one With a sealing stinger (43) at 
its loWer end, matching a PER (39) of the upper ends of Part 
1) of the FloW Control Apparatus, and any of those above 
each Packer (44) shoWn on FIG. 2. These pipes are arranged 
around a central joint of the shared Collector pipe (35), 
Which belongs to Part 3), pre-installed on the axis of the 
vertical Casing (16). 

[0101] These pipes, dedicated to the speci?c Lateral Well, 
include, from the bottom-up: 

[0102] a sealing stinger (38a) of the loWer end of an 
extension of Production tubing (25a), matching PER 
(38), at the top of Part 1) of said Apparatus, 

[0103] an extension of the Lateral Well Production 
tubing (25a), covering the interval betWeen said 
stinger (43a) and a traversing hole through the 
multi-tubular Packer (44), leading to PER (52), at the 
top of the Modular Assembly and, from there, to a 
stack of Lift-gas feeder supply pipes, through all the 
Modular Assemblies stacked above Packer (44), and 
carrying Lift-gas from the casing annular space, all 
the Way doWn to PER (39), at the top of Part 1) of 
the Modular assembly, in FIG. 2, 

[0104] in said extension (25a) of the Production 
tubing, the retrievable 3-Way Valve (45), primarily 
used to sWitch the Lateral Well from Steam injection 
to Oil Production, and 

[0105] three lateral Y, or T, branch tubular connec 
tors, all originating from tubing (25a), and located 
beloW the retrievable plug (51). 

[0106] Said branch connectors include, from the top 
doWn: 

[0107] a) the slanted branch of the inverted Y con 
nector (49) leading, via an “on-off” valve (53), beloW 
Packer (44), to the upper end of a Lift-gas extension 
pipe (26a), Within Part 3 of the Modular Assembly, 
and, above said Packer (44), via said stack of Lift 
gas feeder supply pipes (58) in all the super-imposed 
Modular Assemblies, ultimately leading, via the gas 
?lled Casing Annulus, to the Well head Lift-gas 
supply line, at the surface, 

[0108] b) the Upper lateral Y, or T, branch (46), 
leading to the axial Collector pipe (35), When the 
3-Way Valve (45) is closed to the shared Steam 
tubing (48), and open to Production ?uids, 

[0109] c) betWeen said Upper lateral branch (46) and 
said 3-Way Valve (55), a ?rst Float valve (32a), set 
in a standard gas-lift mandrel (29a) to alloW the entry 
of a Production ?uids slip stream into tubing (25a), 
from the casing annular space beloW packer (44), 
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only When the level of the liquid phases. (Oil and 
Water) of said Production ?uids is high in said 
annular space (ie during the Lateral Well’s Produc 
tion cycle}, but not When said liquids level is loW 
(ie during the Steam injection and Steam soak 
periods), 

[0110] d) the LoWer lateral Y, or T, branch (47), 
Which leads, via the side inlet of the 3-Way valve 
(45), to the Insulated Steam tubing joint (48), coaxi 
ally located Within the bare Production Collector 
pipe (35). 

[0111] Conversely, a Lift-gas feeder extension pipe (26a), 
leading from said slanted branch (49) of the Y connector, 
above said “on-off” valve (53), via an extension of Lift-gas 
tubing (26a) to another gas-lift mandrel (28) and, via a 
second Float valve (31), to the Bottom Lateral branch (57) 
of a Y, or T, connector, delivers Lift-gas from (26a) to carry 
a slip stream of Production liquids from the Casing annular 
space to the Production Collector pipe (35). This transfer of 
Production liquids from the casing annular space into pipe 
(35) only takes place during the Steam soak period. It 
automatically stops When the liquid level in the casing 
annular space has dropped beloW the 3-Way valve (45), 
When Steam rising into the reservoir has suf?ciently reduced 
the casing pressure, before the start of a neW Production 
cycle. 
[0112] Table 1 summariZes the position of each type of 
plug or valve in each of the three parts of the FloW Control 
Apparatus, for each of the three modes of operation of the 
Lateral Well, as an example of the FloW Control Apparatus. 

[0113] Of all the Part 3) tubulars dedicated to the speci?c 
Lateral Well, only PER (52) is above Packer (44); the other 
tubulars above (44) are either shared by all Wells, such as 
(35) and the Insulated Steam tubing, or they belong to the 
Lift-gas distribution systems of other Lateral Wells. 

[0114] This disposition limits the number of peripheral 
traversing holes through the Packer (44) to one, for the 
loWermost Packer, and to a maximum of eight, through the 
uppermost Packer of the eighth Lateral Well. 

[0115] The conventional “on-off” Valve (53), hydrauli 
cally-operated from the surface, and retrievable by Wireline, 
is set in a mandrel (53a), above the stinger of the Lift-gas 
feeder extension, located just beloW the retrievable plug 
(51). When Valve (53) is open, the partial Lift-gas stream, 
distributed to the selected Lateral Well, ?oWs doWn from a 
gas-?lled Casing annulus to the Lift-gas extension pipe 
(26a) and from there to the curved tubing (26) and back-up 
to the surface, via the gas-lift Valve (31) in its mandrel (28) 
to the Production tubing (25) and its extension (25a), into 
the Production Collector pipe (35) and, from there, via the 
“Super-insulated” Production tubular, to the surface. 

[0116] Conversely, the Production stream from the annu 
lus betWeen the “quasi-horizontal” Liner (3) and tubing (17) 
is lifted-up by Lift-gas delivered by the curved tubing (26) 
to the annular space betWeen the Curved liner (12) and the 
tWin tubings (25) and (26), via the gas-lift Valve (32) in 
Mandrel (29). 

[0117] The resulting lightened stream is then delivered, 
?rst to the annular space of Casing joint (16) and, from there 
to the Production Collector pipe (35) via an open Float Valve 
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or Standing Valve (31a), preferably retrievable from a 
modi?ed gas-lift mandrel forming a Welded H joint With 
Collector pipe (35). 

[0118] This arrangement of parallel pipes in the Casing 
annulus, beloW the “Super-insulated” Production tubular, 
reduced their number from one, in the loWermost Modular 
Assembly, to a maximum of 8 for the uppermost Modular 
Asssembly, for a maximum stack of 8 lateral Wells. 

[0119] Each lateral Well tubing string (17) is accessible via 
its oWn Production tubing (25), after removal of the single 
retrievable plug (51) by Wireline tools, from the surface, 
through the stacked Lift-gas feeder extension tubings (26a) 
and the gas-?lled Casing annular space. 

[0120] The connection, by means of a sealing stinger in a 
PBR, of each of the stacked Lift gas extension pipes (26a) 
provides ?exibility When the length of the much hotter 
Production Collector pipe (35) increases, from the ?uids 
heat. 

[0121] The same type of ?exible sealed connection is used 
for each Production Tubing (25), in addition to the Thermal 
expansion joint (19) at the upper end of the “quasi-horizon 
tal” tubing string (17). 
[0122] The entire tubing completion, described above and 
in FIG. 1 to 3, is run-in, oriented and installed by conven 
tional means, using a standard Service rig. 

[0123] Each Lateral Well may be temporarily isolated by 
tWo Wireline retrievable plugs, respectively closing its Pro 
duction tubing and its Lift-gas tubing. The completion ?uid 
in the casing above the uppermost Apparatus is displaced out 
and replaced by dry air or gas, at atmospheric pressure. The 
vertical Well is then ready to receive, ?rst, the protective 
tubing string of the Production tubular, second, the Produc 
tion coaxial “Super-insulated” tubular, third, the protective 
tubing string of the Steam coaxial “Super-insulated” tubular 
and, ?nally, the Steam coaxial “Super-insulated tubular. 

[0124] During the life of any Lateral Well, for any repairs, 
the tubing completion may be dis-assembled by conven 
tional means, using a Service rig. The procedure is the 
reverse of that used for its installation. 

[0125] FIG. 4 is a Schematic Block Diagram shoWing, 
With arroWs, the ?oW paths of the various Fluid Streams of 
2 Lateral Wells, simultaneously operated respectively under 
Steam injection, on the Right side, and under Production on 
the Left side. Alegend shoWs the symbols used respectively 
for: 

[0126] the Production FloW Stream, from both the 
Lateral Well’s annular space and from its Production 
tubing. 

[0127] the Steam FloW Stream, Within the Lateral 
Well 

[0128] the Lift-gas FloW Stream, before and after it is 
mixed With the Production Stream. 

[0129] This Block Diagram illustrates and summariZes the 
previous description of Part 1), Part 2), and Part 3) of the 
DoWnhole FloW Control Modules of tWo of the Lateral 
Wells, in relation With the shared facilities: the gas-?lled 
upper Casing annular space, the “Super-insulated” Produc 
tion tubular assembly, and the “Super-insulated” Steam 
tubular assembly. 
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[0130] FIG. 5 is a vertical and radial cross section, shoW 
ing the upper coupling end of the “Super-insulated” Steam 
tubular. It includes the Box (54) of a loWer joint of the inner 
tubing (55), designed for alWays carrying Steam, under the 
selected mode of Operation of the Multi-lateral Well. 

[0131] The Box (54) is located on the same vertical axis as 
a matching pin (56) of the next Steam tubular joint (55a) 
above tubing (55). 
[0132] The threads (59), in Box (54), are of one of the 
conventional types Which provide a metal to metal seal, 
against the male threads of the pin (56a) to Which they Will 
be tightly coupled, after a speci?ed torque has been applied 
to their coupling. 

[0133] BeloW the Box (54), a thin corrugated metal collar 
(60) has been af?xed and sealed, by Welding or braZing, to 
the outer surface of the Steam tubular (55), along the entire 
circumference of tubing (55). At a short distance beloW 
Collar (60), a CentraliZer metal guide (61), also af?xed to the 
outer surface of (55), presents a plurality of radial extensions 
(62), sliding Within matching longitudinal guides (63), 
af?xed to the inner surface (64), of the outer tubing (65). 

[0134] Both tubings (55) and (65) are coaxial and the 
guides (63) are parallel to the common axis of tubings (55) 
and (65). 
[0135] It Will be apparent to the Man of the Art that this 
combination of the metal centraliZer extensions (62) and 
guides (63), in Which they slide, prevents the outer tubing 
(65) from rotating around its coaxial inner tubing (55). The 
only relative motion alloWed by such devices, betWeen the 
tWo tubings (65) and (55) is that of a translation along their 
common axis. The number of such devices per joint is also 
not limited to tWo. All other means for achieving the same 
goals, are also included in the present Invention. 

[0136] The metals of collar (60) and centraliZer guide (61) 
are chosen for their relatively loW thermal conductivity, loW 
thermal expansion and high strength, such as those of alloys 
containing tWo or more metals taken from the alphabetic list 
of: Aluminum, Antimony, Cadmium, Copper, Chrome, Iron, 
Manganese, Molybdenum, Nickel, Silicon, Silver, Titanium, 
Vanadium and Zinc. 

[0137] The metals of the insulation cover tubing (65) are 
chosen primarily for their ease of assembly, by Welding or 
braZing, With the alloys of collars (60) and for their thermal 
expansion, higher than that of steel, such as Zinc or Alumi 
num alloys, in order to minimiZe the difference betWeen 
their thermal expansion With that of the inner steel tubular 
(55), Which operates at a much higher temperature than the 
insulation cover tubing (65). 

[0138] The annular space betWeen (65) and (55) is factory 
?lled With ?brous “Super-insulation” (66). The outer edge of 
extended Collar (60) is also af?xed and sealed, preferably by 
Welding or braZing, to the inner surface of the outer thin 
tubing (65). 
[0139] In a First Embodiment of the Invention, the tWin 
tubings (55-65) and (55a-65a) of tWo superposed joints of 
factory-assembled “Super-insulated” Steam or Production 
tubulars, (the index “a” meaning “above”) respectively 
present similar coaxial systems including, but not limited to: 

[0140] a CentraliZer metal guide (61a), With radial 
Wire-type extensions (62a) sliding into matching 
guides (63a), 
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[0141] tWo circularly corrugated metal collars (60), 
(60a), closing the top and the bottom of the annular 
space betWeen the coaxial tubings (55-65) and (55a 
65a) and supporting the ?brous “Super-insulation” 
(66a). 

[0142] a granular “Super-insulation” ring (69), pre 
packed in metal foil at the factory, and ?tted, on the 
rig, over the collar (60), so as to ?ll the annulus 
betWeen the ends of tubing joints (55) and (65), prior 
to making-up, by conventional means, the coupling 
operation of the upper and loWer joints of either 
Steam or Production tubulars strings: 

[0143] The loWer joint (55), or (65), is held in Slips, 
and the upper joint (55a), or (65a), is held in the rig’s 
Top-drive. They are then coupled together, in the rig, 
by a standard, pin to box, threaded, Welded or braZed 
connection. 

[0144] The joints are inserted into their respective 
thick, protective, air-?lled, tubular string (70), for 
Steam, or (71), for Production ?uids, previously 
run-in and assembled, at their loWer ends, into their 
corresponding PBR or threaded coupling, located at 
the top end of the uppermost FloW Control Appara 
tus. All six coaxial tubular strings, (73), (72), (71), 
(70), (65), (55), at their upper ends, are sequentially 
hung in the Well head and held in tension, by means 
of conventional devices. 

[0145] FIG. 6 is a horiZontal cross section of the tWo 
coaxial “Super-insulated” tubulars,(65/55) used for carry 
ing, respectively, Injection Steam, at the center, and the 
surrounding Production tubular (70/72), also “Super-insu 
lated”. The Production stream ?oWs in counter-current to 
that of Steam. The insulation thickness of of the Steam 
tubular is based upon the Steam temperature (nearly con 
stant), Which is related to reservoir depth. The temperature 
of the Production tubular, Which is much loWer and declines, 
from the bottom-up, alloWes the use of a different ?brous, 
loWer-cost, “Super-insulation” material. 

[0146] FIG. 6A is a schematic vertical cross section of the 
Vertical Well head and casing, shoWing the surface connec 
tions (some of them them hot) of both of the “Super 
insulated” Well tubulars, in relation the cold Casing (16). 

[0147] The length of the “Super-insulated” Steam tubular 
(55) extends almost to the base of the vertical Casing, but 
that of the “Super-insulation” in the Production tubular 
string (71) stops a short distance above the uppermost 
multi-tubular Packer (44). 

[0148] The inner (71) and outer (72) tubings of the “Super 
insulated” Production tubular string, and their Protective 
tubing string (73) are all respectively hung to the Well head 
and remain under tension, so as to prevent buckling. 

[0149] On FIG. 6A, the bottom end of (73), Which 
remains relatively cold, is directly coupled to the hot bottom 
end of (71) by a modi?ed thermal expansion joint (74), 
Which provides a pressure-resistant annular barrier to protect 
the “Super-insulation” compartment (71/72) from any ?uid 
entry from either the pressuriZed gas-?lled Casing annulus 
or from any accidental leak of Production ?uids into said 
Casing annulus, from the Stinger-PBR connection of tubing 
(71) With the uppermost joint of the Production Collector 
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pipe (35). Similarly, the Protective tubing string (70) of the 
“Super-insulated” Steam tubular string (55/65) is hung in the 
Well head and connected, at its bottom end, to the Apparatus’ 
tubing (55), via a modi?ed thermal expansion joint (75), so 
as to protect the “Super-insulation” in the annular compart 
ment (55-65) from any entry of Production ?uids or of any 
high pressure Steam, possibly leaking from the Stinger-PBR 
connection of the inner tubular string (55) With the Produc 
tion Collector pipe (35), at the top of the uppermost Packer 
(44). The modi?cation of the thermal expansion joints (74) 
and (75) and of the seals in the Stinger/PBR connections 
includes the addition of one or more Graphite ring seal (76), 
under compression. 

[0150] In a Second Embodiment of this Invention, it is the 
outer Protective tubing string (70) Which supports “Super 
insulation” (66). Corrugated collars (60, 60a) and the insu 
lation cover tubing (65) are noW af?xed, by Welding or 
braZing, to the outer tubing (70), thereby providing a sealed 
enclosure to the ?brous “Super-insulation”. The inner diam 
eter of the insulation cover tubing (65) is only slightly larger 
than the Steam tubing outside diameter. It is also coated With 
a graphite suspension lubricant. The inner Steam tubing 
threaded string (55), in this case, may advantageously be 
replaced by a coiled tubing string, inserted Within the 
insulation cover tubing (65), and sealed Within the Appara 
tus’ PBR matching the Protective tubing (70), as the last step 
of the vertical cased Well tubing completion. This substitu 
tion totally eliminates the risk of damage or contamination 
of the “Super-insulation” by any high-pressure Steam leak, 
since there are noW no joints in the Steam tubing string (55). 
In addition, a ?lm of dry, loW pressure Lift-gas circulates in 
the very thin annular space betWeen the coiled tubing (55) 
and the insulation cover tubing (65), as a further shield from 
the entry of moisture into the sealed insulation space via the 
Welded or braZed joints of tubing (65). 

[0151] The metals of choice for that small-diameter coiled 
string is then Titanium and its alloys, Which are also corro 
sion resistant and subject to a loWer thermal expansion than 
steel. The higher cost of Titanium is partially offset by a 
reduction in the cost of tubing (65), Which has a smaller 
diameter than in the First Embodiment. 

[0152] The thin-gauge metal of the insulation cover tubing 
(65), noW being at a higher temperature than its support, 
namely the protective tubing (70), is noW selected for its 
loWer thermal expansion coef?cient than that of the steel of 
tubing (70), in order to reduce their differential expansion. 
Such loW thermal expansion alloys are found among high 
Nickel alloy steels, such as “Invar”, as Well as among, more 
costly, Titanium alloys. 

[0153] The designs of the “Super-insulated” Production 
tubulars (71), (72) and (73), associated With the neW (55), 
(65) (70) could, perhaps, remain as in the First Embodiment, 
thereby combining both embodiments in the same vertical 
Well, as shoWn on FIG. 6A. Acirculation of a slip stream of 
dry Lift-gas Within the thin annular betWeen (71) and (72) 
remains very advantageous, hoWever, When (71) is a 
threaded pipe string, more prone to Water vapor leaks than 
the coiled tubing string of (55). 

[0154] FIG. 7 is a perspective draWing and radial cross 
section of some tools to be used at the factory and on the rig, 
for centering each joint of Steam tubing (55) and its insu 
lation cover tube (65), in the First Embodiment. 














